
Breakout Social Audio App Provides A
Groundbreaking Platform For Inclusivity at
Gary Vaynerchuk’s Conference VeeCon

Kayleigh Jae, CMO of The Breakout Social Audio App

Is A Leading Advocate For Inclusivity on Social

Platforms.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, UNITED

STATES, June 8, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Breakout Social

Audio is a groundbreaking social audio

platform that connects people through

live audio conversations, proudly

announced its official launch at

VeeCon, the flagship conference

organized by renowned entrepreneur

Gary Vaynerchuk.With its innovative

features and commitment to

inclusivity, Breakout Social Audio is

poised to transform the social audio

landscape and usher in a new era of

interactive

communication.

The app's launch at VeeCon represents

a significant milestone for Breakout

Social Audio, as it allows the company

to introduce its platform to a global

audience of industry leaders,

visionaries, and enthusiasts. The

conference provides a unique opportunity to showcase the app's powerful capabilities and

unveil its mission to create a diverse and inclusive space for all users.

Kayleigh Jae, Chief Marketing Officer at Breakout Social Audio, expressed her excitement about

the app's launch and its potential to redefine the social audio industry. She stated, "We are

thrilled to launch Breakout Social Audio at VeeCon, a platform that brings together exceptional

minds from various backgrounds. Our goal is to foster genuine connections and provide a safe

and inclusive environment for individuals to engage in meaningful conversations. By embracing

diversity, we believe Breakout Social Audio will lead the way in transforming the social audio

landscape."

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.breakout.fm
http://www.breakout.fm
http://www.breakout.fm


Breakout Social Audio offers users a dynamic platform where they can join or host audio rooms

on a wide range of topics, connect with like-minded individuals, and engage in real-time

conversations. With a strong emphasis on inclusivity, the app aims to ensure that everyone's

voice is heard and respected, fostering a sense of community and belonging.

The launch at VeeCon demonstrates Breakout Social Audio's commitment to innovation, user-

centric design, and an inclusive user experience. With its

groundbreaking features and dedication to diversity, the app is set to become the go-to platform

for social audio interactions.

For more information about Breakout Social Audio, please visit www.breakout.fm or follow us on

social media @breakoutsocial

About Breakout Social Audio: Breakout Social Audio is a pioneering platform that connects

people through live audio conversations. By providing a dynamic

environment for real-time discussions, the app revolutionizes social audio, creating a space

where individuals can engage, learn, and connect. With a strong focus on inclusivity and a

commitment to diversity, Breakout Social Audio leads the way in the next generation of

interactive communication

inclusivity and commitment to diversity, Breakout Social Audio leads the way in the next

generation of interactive communication
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/638384452

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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